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ABSTRACT 

Sinusoidal oscillators are crucial part of any electrical and electronic applications like AC 

machine control systems, measurement meters, medical equipment, communication 

modules, control & instrumentation systems etc. A single OTRA based sinusoidal 

oscillator having independent control on condition of oscillation and frequency of 

oscillation is realized. A quadrature phase oscillator is also presented. 

In any communication system oscillator is an inevitable block. Different modulation 

schemes namely DSB-SC, DSB-FC, PAM and one demodulation scheme (DSB-SC) have 

been realized using OTRA.  

All the circuits are implemented using OTRA and their workability is verified through 

PSPICE using 180nm process parameters. The supply voltages used are ±1.5V. All 

simulation results are found to be in closed agreement with the theoretical results. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  

iThe iworld iwe ilive in is imostly ianalog in inature. However ito imake icomputing 

ieasier analog signals are iconverted iinto idigital imaintaining ia idegree iof iprecision iand 

ithen iproduced ifinal ioutput ithat is itoi be iconverted iback iinto ianalog again. However iin 

iapplication iareas isuch ias isensor idesigning, imobile icommunication isystems, imemories 

iand imicroprocessors, ireplacing ianalog ifunctions iwith itheir idigital icounterparts iis ireally 

ihard, idespite ithe iadvancement iin iCMOS itechnology. iCurrent trend iof idesigners iis ito 

idesign imixed-imode iintegrated icircuits ithat ican iprocess iboth ianalog iandi digital isignals 

ion ia isingle isemiconductor idie. 

iIn ithe ifield iof ianalog isignal iprocessing itraditional ivoltage imode iopamp ihas 

ibeen ithe imost iversatile iand icommon iconstruction iblock. iOpamp ican iamplify iany iinput 

iso ieffortlessly iand ican ibe iused ias ia ibuffer. iAlong iwith isome ipassive ielements iopamp 

ican igenerate iany isimple ito imost icomplex functions. iGenerally inegative ifeedback iis 

iused iin iopamp-circuits. iSchmitt itrigger and imultivibrators iare ithe isome iuses iof ipositive 

ifeedbacked opamp. iAll ithese icircuits are ivoltage imode(VM) icircuits isince iboth iinput 

iand ioutput iare ivoltages. iVM icircuits iyieldi many idrawbacks ilike iconstant igain 

ibandwidth iproduct(GBP), igain ibandwidth icoupling, ilower islew irate iwhich iaffects ithe 

ilarge isignal iand ihigh ifrequency ioperation. iCurrent imode(CM) icircuits iare isuperior iin 

iavoiding ithese idrawbacks. iIn ia iCM istructure iinformation iis iconveyed iusing icurrent 

isignal irather ithan ivoltage isignal. iA ibrief icomparison ibetween icurrent imode ivs ivoltage 

imode icircuits is idiscussed in ithe inext isection. 
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1.1 VOLTAGE MODE Vs. CURRENT MODECIRCUITS 

Voltage imode isignaling iis imost iwidely iused iin IVLSI ichips. iIn ivoltage imode 

isignaling, ireceiver iprovides ihigh iinput iimpedance(ideally infinity). iThe iinformation iis 

iconveyed iin ithe iform iof ivoltage iand ithe ioutput ivoltage iis ia ifunction iof iinput isignal 

iand iis ivaried iaccording ito the isupply ivoltage. Fig.1.1 shows the theoretical model of 

iconventional ivoltage imode iinterconnection[1]. iThe ioutput iis iterminated iby ian iopen 

icircuit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig 1.1 Voltage mode signaling  

 

i. iSince iat ithe ireceiver iend ioutput iimpedance iis iso ihigh, iaccumulated icharges ido 

inot iget ieffective idischarging ipath ito ithe iground. iSo ivoltage imode isignaling 

icircuits isuffer ifrom ilarge idelay. 

ii. iStray ior iparasitic icapacitances iare ifound iat ihigh ifrequency iand imid-frequency 

iapplications iof iVM icircuits.  

iii. iThe ihigh-valued iresistors iwith iparasitici capacitances icreate ia idominant ipole iat a 

irelative ilow ifrequency ithat ilimits ithe ibandwidth(BW).  

iv. iBW iis also iaffected iby iunity igain iBW iproperty.  

v. iEven iif ithere iis ia isudden ichange iin ithe iinput ivoltage ioutput ivoltage icannot 

ichange iinstantly.  

vi. iVM icircuits ineed ihigh isupply ivoltages ito iget ibetter iSNR. iSlew irate idepends ion 

ithe icircuit itime iconstants.  
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Due ito iall ithese ireasons iVM icircuits iare inot isuitable ifor ihigh ifrequency iapplications 

and iCM iacts ias ia ibetter ialternative.  

 

In icurrent imode isignaling, iinformation iis irepresented ias icurrent isignal. iThe 

ireceiver iprovides ivery ilow iimpedance (ideally zero) iat iits iinput. iIn icurrent imode 

isignaling, iline iis iterminated iby ishorting ithe iwire. The theoretical model of current mode 

signaling[1] is as shown in Fig. 1.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 Current mode signaling 

iAdvantages iof iCM iover iVM are given below : 

i. iBandwidth (BW) iindependent iclosed iloop igain. 

ii. iWide and inearly iconstant iBW. 

iii. iAlmost ilinear iAC iresponse. 

iv. iOperations ilike iaddition, isubtraction, imultiplication ion isignals ibecome ieasier. 

v.  iHigh idynamic irange iand irelatively ihigher islew irate. 

vi. iHigh iperformance iin iterms iof iBW iand ispeed. 

iHowever iCM icircuits ialso isuffer ifrom ifew iproblems ilike iextra icurrent isensing idevice 

iat ithe ioutput ithat iincreases ipower iloss, iarea irequirements iand icomplexity. iCurrent 

isensing imust ibe ivery iwideband ito iaccurately ireconstruct ithe icurrent isignal[2]. iAnotheri 

major iproblem iin iany iCM icircuit iis ilower iSNR idue ito inoise iin the sensediicurrent 

isignal. iAt the cost of larger noise iCM devices give ihigher ispeed and are itherefore iharder 

ito imaintain iin istable icondition or not ito ioscillate. iCurrent iamplifiers isuffer iifrom ia 

ilarger iinput ioffset ivariations icompared ito ihigh iimpedance ivoltage icontrolled idevices. 
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iIn 1968, iSedra iand iSmith ifirst iintroduced ithe iconcept iof icurrent iconveyor which was 

ithe ifirst icurrent imode idevice. 

Duringi thei lasti threei to fouri decades a isignificant inumber iof ianalog icircuits iihave 

icome iout beyond the ipopular ioperational iamplifier, ioperational itransconductance 

iamplifier, iicurrent iconveyors ietc. iAmong ithe iincipient ibuilding iblocks, ithe ioperational 

transresistance iamplifier(OTRA) ihas ireceived iextensive iinterest iand iattention iby ithe 

iresearchers. iOn the iother ihand ithere ihappened ian ievolution iin ithe idigital iindustry ias 

iwell. iAnd inow iin 21
st
 icentury iit is ipossible to iintegrate as ihigh as ihundred imillions iof 

itransistors ion ia isingle ichip ior idie iusing ivery ilarge iscale iintegration(VLSI) itechnology. 

 

 

 

1.2 WHY OTRA 

Generally ioperational transresistance iamplifier is ichosen iover iother iconventional 

iCM & iVM icircuits ito iavail ithe ibenefits iof iboth icurrent imode iand ivoltage imode 

icircuits iin a isingle idevice. iIn ian iOTRA ithe iinput iis icurrent iwhile ithe ioutput iis ivoltage. 

iDue ito iwhich iit ibecomes isuitable iin iany ihybrid icircuit iand iwe idon‟t ineed itransducer ito 

ichange ithe iform iof the signal. Concept of ivirtual iground is applicable on OTRA that 

imakes istray icapacitances iineffective iand imakes isuitable ifor ihigh ifrequency 

iapplications. iOutput iimpedance iof iOTRA iis ivery ilow imaking iit iadequate ito icascade. 

iResearchers ihave itaken iOTRA iinto iaccount idue ito iits iinherent iadvantages ilike 

ibandwidth iindependent iclosed iloop igain, ihigher islew irate ialong iwith iall ithe iabove 

imentioned iproperties. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVE 

The ifirst intention of this thesis is to characterize a CMOS OTRA with low supply 

voltage and low bias current. Then appications of this OTRA are developed. The 

objectives of this thesis are identified as: 

i. Implementation of a CMOS OTRA 

ii. Implementation of OTRA based oscillator 

iii. Implementation of various modulation & demodulation schemes using OTRA. 

 

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

This dissertation is intended to study and analyse CMOS based Operational 

Transconductance Amplifier and its various communication applications as an oscillator. 

The project is done using PSPICE with parameter files by TSMC (350nm & 180nm).  

Chapter 2: Literature review is presented. 

Chapter 3: Characteristics of OTRA and its CMOS implementation have been discussed.  

Chapter 4: Implementation of sinusoidal oscillator using OTRA is presented and compared 

with previous design. One quadrature oscillator has been designed with the help of this 

sinusoidal oscillator. 

 Chapter 5: The use of oscillator in communication system is very vast. With the sinusoidal 

oscillator different modulation and demodulation schemes have been implemented and 

verified. 

Chapter 6: In this chapter the thesis work has been concluded with future scope of 

possibilities.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the ilate 19
th

 icentury iwhen iresearchers igot toi know thei benefits of ihybrid-mode 

idevices, iinvention iof itransconductance iand itransimpedance idevices ihappened. iIn 1992 

J. J. iChen et al. iproposed an iOTRA iwhich was iimplemented iusing a idifferential icurrent 

icontrolled icurrent isource iwhich is ifollowed iby a ivoltage ibuffer[3]. iIn 1999 Salama et al. 

proposed a CMOS OTRA circuit[4] based on the feedback connection of  modified 

idifferentiali current iconveyor icircuit(MDCC) iand ia icommon isource amplifier[5].   

iThe iOTRA given in [6] comprised iof ilow ivoltage iregulated icascode icurrent 

imirror iwith a ilow ivoltage iregulated icascode iload as ithe icore iof the icircuit, icommon 

isource iamplifiers igain iboosting istage and ilevel ishifters ifollowed iby icommon 

isourceioutput stage. iIn 2006 H. iMostafa et. al iproposed a iCMOS OTRA that used as low 

as fourteen transistors. It was based on the concept of icurrent mirroring and was a 

modified version of Salama‟s OTRA reported in [4].  This decreases the iimpact of 

transistor error mismatch and increases operating range of frequency. Since it ihas smaller 

number of transistors, power consumption is reduced. A Rahman et. al imodified Mostafa‟s 

OTRA with differential gain stages[7]
 
rather common source stages to idecrease  the DC 

offset current and increases the DC open loop transresistance gain. iAbove reported all the 

OTRAs are CMOS based. However OTRA can be realized using two iAD844N ICs[8] 

which is  basically a current coveyor. A nullor based model is available in [9] where three 

grounded resistors and four nullors have been used to design a behavioral imodel at the 

circuit level of abstraction and is therefore extremely useful in CAD tools. 

OpAmps have been used as the iactive ielement to imake isinusoidal ioscillators for 

idecades ibut ithey ilack iexcellent iperformance in high ifrequency iapplications(>100KHz). 

iFor ithe first time in 2000 oscillator using iOTRA as iactive icomponent ihas ibeen 

ireported[10] iby Salama et. al. iIt was isingle iphase isinusoidal ioscillator with some ipassive 

ielements. iA isingle iOTRA ibased ioscillator iis ireported in [11]. iThese ioscillators ihave 
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ivery icomplex iCO and iFO and they idon‟t ihave iindependent icontrol iover iCO and iFO. 

iTwo inovel ioscillators ireported in [12-13] solved the problem of iinteractive icontrol of iFO 

over iCO. In [13] a general scheme to realize third order or multiphase(n≥3) oscillator is 

shown. With the help of n-OTRAs it can produce n-odd and/or n-odd/even phased 

waveforms with automatic gain control(AGC). The purpose of AGC is to maintain a 

suitable signal amplitude at its output despite variation in the input. In [14], one 

Multiphase Sinusoidal Oscillator(MSO) is reported based on all pass network 

configuration. It requires n-OTRAs, (n+2)-resistors & n-capacitors to realize odd phased 

MSO and 2n-OTRAs, (n+5)-resistors & n-capacitors for even phased MSOs. Nagar e. al 

have presented two OTRA based third order quadrature oscillator[15] with only four 

resistors and three capacitors. FO and CO can be orthogonally controllable. A new 

quadrature oscillator reported in [16] has independent control over its CO & FO. It is based 

on the concept of forming closed loop using one high pass filter and one differentiator. 

MOS-C realization of oscillators[15-16] have been given for better integration. 

There are various applications of OTRA from simple differentiator/integrator to 

circuits like multivibrators and filters. Voltage mode integrators using OTRA are reported 

in [4], [17-18]. All of these circuits are based on MOSFET-C, so reduced parasitic 

elements and higher density are the main advantages. 

OTRA has been widely used to realise continuous time filters. OTRA based filters 

can be broadly classified into two types: first order continuous time active filters[19-21] 

and second or higher order continuous time active filters. Based on number of input and 

output terminals the latter can further be classified into four types: SISO(Single Intput 

Single Ouput)[22-29], SIMO(Single Input Multiple Output)[30-34], MISO(Multiple Intput 

Single Ouput)[35-36,43] type filters. Some of these filters are universal type[24,33,36] and 

can realize all the basic filtering functions like LP, HP, BP, BR & AP. Later in the thesis a 

MISO third order voltage mode filter reported in [43] is used later in this project for 

modulation and demodulation purposes. 

Different methods of implementation of OTRA have been discussed in this 

literarature. And then existing OTRA based waveform generators are reviewed and a brief 

on existing OTRA based filters is presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OTRA IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

An ioperational transresistance ampliflier (often OTRA)[4] is a ihigh igain icurrent 

iinput ivoltage ioutput idevice. iThe iphrase „transresistance‟ is ithere ibecause iit iconverts 

iinput icurrent iinto ioutput ivoltage iand the iefficiency is imeasured in iunits of iresistance. 

iOTRA ihas very ihigh iinput and ioutput iimpedances ithat result in iinsensitivity ito istray 

icapacitances imaking it suitable ifor ihigh ifrequency iapplications. The icircuit isymbol iand 

the equivalent circuit of OTRA are shown in the below figures. The basic working 

iprinciple[4] of iOTRA is to isense the idifference of iinput icurrents at the ipositive and 

inegative iinput iterminals („p‟ & „n‟) and then magnify the difference and produce voltage 

ias output at the output terminal.  

 

      

Fig 3.1 OTRA circuit Symbol[4]   Fig 3.2 Equivalent circuit (ideal)[4] 

 

Ideally an OTRA is supposed to act as an infinite gain amplifier and for this to happen 

voltages at input terminals should be zero and the gain of the amplifier should depend only 
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on the difference of the input currents not on individual values. The output voltage should 

also be independent of the current taken by the load impedance. Thus transresistance igain 

Rm approaches to iinfinity. Port characteristics of ideal OTRA is given by the below 

matix[5]. 

[

  
  
  
] = [

   
   
      

] [

  
  
  

]              (3.1) 

From the above matrix vo can be computed as, 

                           (3.2) 

In equation (3.2) we can see that the output voltage vo can be represented as the difference 

of input current, multiplied with the tranresistance gain Rm.  

Ideally Ip = In    

And Rm = ∞  

 

3.1.1 NON-IDEAL MODEL OF OTRA 

While the above mentioned idealized conditions cannot be met in practice, the 

iemployment of iideal iOTRA imodel isimplifies ithe imathematical ianalysis of iOTRA 

icircuits. iPractical iOTRA icircuits are imade to iapproximate the iidealized icharacteristics. 

iIn ipractice itranresistance gain Rm is high and in the range of MΩ or more than 

that.iPractical equivalent circuit of OTRA is ishown in the Fig 3.3 where Rp and Rn 

represent both the „p‟ and „n‟ iterminal iresistances irespectively. Gain Rm ican be 

irepresented iusing a isingle-pole imodel that is igiven by equations 3.3 & 3.4. OTRA can be 

used in simple open loop setup. The increase in output voltage however, is nevertheless 

infinite that isaturates at the positive or negative saturation level. Open iloop iapplication of 

OTRA is shortened. So in general OTRA is used in closed-loop iconfiguration with 

negative ifeedback to avoid driving into isaturation and to work in the linear iregion. Since 

it‟s a transresistance iamplifier ishunt-shunt ifeedback is iadopted. Feedback iconfiguration 
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iof iOTRA ihas a ivast iarea of iapplication ibecause ibandwidth ibecomes ialmost iindependent 

of iclosed-loop igain iafter iemploying icurrent iifeedback iitechniques. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.3 iEquivalent circuit imodel of practicali OTRA  

 

For a practical OTRA Rm can be expressed mathematically as 

  ( )  
  

     ⁄
                 (3.3) 

where iRo  iis  iDC iopen iloop itransresistance igain.  For ihigh ifrequency iapplications, ithe 

itransresistance igain, iRm (s) can be iexpressed ias 

  ( )  
  
 
  ⁄
 

 
 
    ⁄

  
 

   
             (3.4) 

Where “Cp” is the iparasitic ior istray icapacitance iof iOTRA which is iunwanted iand is 

iunavoidable. Circuits that operate in low frequency, the value of parasitic capacitance is so 

less that can ibe iignored ibut icircuits with high frequency, iit ican be a imajor iproblem. With 

type of applications it ican iform a ifeedback ipath ibetween iinput and ioutput iresulting iin 

oscillations. Such kind iof ioscillations is icalled iparasitic ioscillations. In fact combining 

iwith istray iinductance, parasitic capacitance may ilead icircuits ito iresonate at high 

frequency.  
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3.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF OTRA USING CMOS 

In this chapter iimplementation iof iOTRA is idiscussed. A icomprehensive ireview 

ishows a inumber iof iimplementations of iOTRA. However it can be broadly classified iinto 

itwo itypes: OTRA using iCFOA and iOTRA using CMOS.  

iAs iCMOS has ivery ilittle istatic ipower idissipation, ihigh inoise imargin, ilower iarea 

irequirement, idesigners iopt ifor iCMOS icircuit irealizations. iThis isection idescribes 

iimplementation of OTRA[37] that is iused ito iverify ithe ifunctionality iof iall the icircuit 

istructures of this ithesis. 

 

Fig 3.4 CMOS OTRA[37]  

 

The icircuit can be explained as follows. There are total 14 transistors including 

seven PMOS and seven NMOS. iTransistor igroups [M1-M3], [M5-M6], [M8-M11] and 

[M12-M13] ishould ibei perfectly imatched. iIt is iassumed that all the itransistors ioperate in 

isaturation imode iso ithat icurrent can be imaximum. iThe icurrent ibiasing IB is iconnected ito 

the itransistors iM8 with icommon igate and ithus biases the itransistors M8 to M11. The 
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icurrent imirror iwhich is iformed iby itransistors M8 to M11 ipushes equal icurrent iflowing 

ithrough itransistors M1, M2 & M3. iThus igate to isource ivoltage of itransistors M1, M2 & 

M3 ibecomes iequal and iconsequently icompels the itwo input iterminals to be ivirtually 

igrounded. iThe icurrent imirrors imade by the itransistor ipairs M10-M11 & M12-M13 

iprovide the icurrent idifferencing ioperation and iproduces igate to source voltage for 

transistor M14 that is connected as icommon isource iamplifier and therefore offers high 

gain to the output. 

 

 

3.2.1 SIMULATION RESULT 

 iThe icircuit of Fig.3.4 has been simulated on iPSPICE iusing the iTSMC 180nm 

iprocess iparameters, given in table 3.1. iSupply ivoltages for isimulation iare itaken as 

      and biasing current IB = 23µA and biasing voltage VB = -0.5V are used. Aspect 

iratios of different MOSFETs[37] are ilisted iin itable 3.2. 

 

Table 3.1 Aspect ratios 

Transistor W(µm)/L(µm) 

M1-M3 100/2.5 

M4 10/2.5 

M5,M6 30/2.5 

M7 10/2.5 

M8-M11 50/2.5 

M12,M13 100/2.5 

M14 50/0.5 
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Table 3.2 Device Model Parameters 

Device 

type 

Model Parameters 

PMOS +VERSION = 3.1            TNOM    = 27             TOX     = 4.1E-9 

+XJ      = 1E-7           NCH     = 4.1589E17      VTH0    = -0.4045149 

+K1      = 0.5513831      K2      = 0.0395421      K3      = 0 

+K3B     = 5.7116064      W0      = 1.003172E-6    NLX     = 1.239563E-7 

+DVT0W   = 0              DVT1W   = 0              DVT2W   = 0 

+DVT0    = 0.6078076      DVT1    = 0.2442982      DVT2    = 0.1 

+U0      = 116.1690772    UA      = 1.536496E-9    UB      = 1.17056E-21 

+UC      = -9.96841E-11   VSAT    = 1.324749E5     A0      = 1.9705728 

+AGS     = 0.4302931      B0      = 2.927795E-7    B1      = 6.182094E-7 

+KETA    = 2.115388E-3    A1      = 0.6455562      A2      = 0.3778114 

+RDSW    = 168.4877597    PRWG    = 0.5            PRWB    = -0.4990495 

+WR      = 1              WINT    = 0              LINT    = 3.029442E-8 

+XL      = 0              XW      = -1E-8          DWG     = -3.144339E-8 

+DWB     = -1.323608E-8   VOFF    = -0.1008469     NFACTOR = 1.9293877 

+CIT     = 0              CDSC    = 2.4E-4         CDSCD   = 0 

+CDSCB   = 0              ETA0    = 0.0719385      ETAB    = -0.0594662 

+DSUB    = 0.7367007      PCLM    = 1.0462908      PDIBLC1 = 2.709018E-4 

+PDIBLC2 = 0.0326163      PDIBLCB = -1E-3          DROUT   = 9.231736E-4 

+PSCBE1  = 1.060432E10    PSCBE2  = 3.062774E-9    PVAG    = 15.0473867 

+DELTA   = 0.01           RSH     = 7.6            MOBMOD  = 1 

+PRT     = 0              UTE     = -1.5           KT1     = -0.11 

+KT1L    = 0              KT2     = 0.022          UA1     = 4.31E-9 

+UB1     = -7.61E-18      UC1     = -5.6E-11       AT      = 3.3E4 

+WL      = 0              WLN     = 1              WW      = 0 

+WWN     = 1              WWL     = 0              LL      = 0 

+LLN     = 1              LW      = 0              LWN     = 1 

+LWL     = 0              CAPMOD  = 2              XPART   = 0.5 

+CGDO    = 6.54E-10       CGSO    = 6.54E-10       CGBO    = 1E-12 

+CJ      = 1.154124E-3    PB      = 0.8414529      MJ      = 0.406705 

+CJSW    = 2.50766E-10    PBSW    = 0.8            MJSW    = 0.3350647 

+CJSWG   = 4.22E-10       PBSWG   = 0.8            MJSWG   = 0.3350647 

+CF      = 0              PVTH0   = 2.252845E-3    PRDSW   = 7.5306858 

+PK2     = 1.57704E-3     WKETA   = 0.0355518      LKETA   = 7.806536E-3 

+PU0     = -1.6701992     PUA     = -5.63495E-11   PUB     = 1E-21 

+PVSAT   = 49.8423856     PETA0   = 9.968409E-5    PKETA   = -3.957099E-3     

* 

NMOS +VERSION = 3.1            TNOM    = 27             TOX     = 4.1E-9 

+XJ      = 1E-7           NCH     = 2.3549E17      VTH0    = 0.3932664 

+K1      = 0.5826058      K2      = 6.016593E-3    K3      = 1E-3 

+K3B     = 1.4046112      W0      = 1E-7           NLX     = 1.755425E-7 

+DVT0W   = 0              DVT1W   = 0              DVT2W   = 0 

+DVT0    = 1.3156832      DVT1    = 0.397759       DVT2    = 0.0615187 

+U0      = 280.5758609    UA      = -1.208176E-9   UB      = 2.159494E-18 

+UC      = 5.340577E-11   VSAT    = 9.601364E4     A0      = 1.7852987 

+AGS     = 0.4008594      B0      = -3.73715E-9    B1      = -1E-7 

+KETA    = -1.136459E-3   A1      = 2.580625E-4    A2      = 0.9802522 

+RDSW    = 105.472458     PRWG    = 0.5            PRWB    = -0.2 

+WR      = 1              WINT    = 0              LINT    = 1.571909E-8 

+XL      = 0              XW      = -1E-8          DWG     = -7.918114E-9 

+DWB     = -3.223301E-9   VOFF    = -0.0956759     NFACTOR = 2.4447616 

+CIT     = 0              CDSC    = 2.4E-4         CDSCD   = 0 

+CDSCB   = 0              ETA0    = 2.489084E-3    ETAB    = -2.143433E-5 

+DSUB    = 0.0140178      PCLM    = 0.7533987      PDIBLC1 = 0.1966545 
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+PDIBLC2 = 3.366782E-3    PDIBLCB = -0.1           DROUT   = 0.7760158 

+PSCBE1  = 8E10           PSCBE2  = 9.204421E-10   PVAG    = 5.676338E-3 

+DELTA   = 0.01           RSH     = 6.5            MOBMOD  = 1 

+PRT     = 0              UTE     = -1.5           KT1     = -0.11 

+KT1L    = 0              KT2     = 0.022          UA1     = 4.31E-9 

+UB1     = -7.61E-18      UC1     = -5.6E-11       AT      = 3.3E4 

+WL      = 0              WLN     = 1              WW      = 0 

+WWN     = 1              WWL     = 0              LL      = 0 

+LLN     = 1              LW      = 0              LWN     = 1 

+LWL     = 0              CAPMOD  = 2              XPART   = 0.5 

+CGDO    = 7.83E-10       CGSO    = 7.83E-10       CGBO    = 1E-12 

+CJ      = 9.969364E-4    PB      = 0.8            MJ      = 0.376826 

+CJSW    = 2.618614E-10   PBSW    = 0.8321894      MJSW    = 0.1020453 

+CJSWG   = 3.3E-10        PBSWG   = 0.8321894      MJSWG   = 0.1020453 

+CF      = 0              PVTH0   = -1.428269E-3   PRDSW   = -4.3383092 

+PK2     = 8.440537E-5    WKETA   = 2.341504E-3    LKETA   = -9.397952E-3 

+PU0     = 15.2496815     PUA     = 5.74703E-11    PUB     = 1.593698E-23 

+PVSAT   = 857.5761302    PETA0   = 1.003159E-4    PKETA   = -1.378026E-3     

 

 

In Fig 3.5 DC Transfer characteristics is shown. Output voltage is plotted against input 

current Ip keeping In constant (at 0A). By performing the same for In, similar curve is 

found. From Fig. 3.5 input differential range can be found as -50µA to +50µA. Input 

impedance is plotted in Fig. 3.6. Actually it is the open loop gain of OTRA measured in 

units of ohms and then taken log on it. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.5 DC Transfer characteristics of OTRA   
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Fig. 3.6 Open Loop Gain of OTRA  

 

From Fig. 3.6, frequency equals 104MHz, so gain Rm will be  

          (     
 )      

         160.34 dBΩ 
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CHAPTER 4 

SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATOR USING OTRA 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A ifunction ior isignal igenerator iiis a kind of idevice iwhich is iused to iproduce isignals 

iwith idifferent ishapes, ifrequencies, iduty icycles etc. An ioscillator is a kind of isignal 

igenerator ithat ican iproduce icontinuous, irepeating ialternate iwaveforms iwithout 

iemploying iany iinput. iThey ifind numerous iapplications in icommunication, 

iinstrumentation, icontrol and imeasurement isystems. iFrom iproducing iperiodic isignals like 

isine iwave, ipulse train, isawtooth, itriangular iwave etc to itesting iany icircuits, iwaveform 

igenerators ifind iextensive iapplications. The LC tanks are the first invented circuit to 

produce sinusoidal oscillations. However in an LC tank circuit there are losses in the coil 

(resistive & radiation) and dielectric loss in the capacitor resulting in damped oscillation. A 

transistor amplifier with proper positive feedback can act as an oscillator where the 

oscillation is sustained by feeding back a fraction of the output signal. iPositive ifeedback 

irequires ia ipart iof ithe ioutput ito ibe iin phase iwith ithe iinput. The basic principle behind 

the working of an oscillator is to convert direct acurrent ifrom ipower isupply iinto 

ialternating icurrent. Oscillation is an effect that repeatedly and regularly fluctuates about 

the mean value.An oscillator is characterized by its oscillation amplitude (or power), 

frequency, “stability”, phase noise, and tuning range. An oscillator is said to be stable if its 

frequency and amplitude of oscillation do not vary appreciably with temperature, process 

parameters, power supply, and external disturbances[38]. 

iOscillators ican ibe ibroadly iclassified iias  

1. Harmonic/iSinusoidal/ilinear ioscillators  

2. Non-linear/iRelaxation ioscillators. 
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iThe ifunctional iblock idiagram iof sinusoidal ioscillator iwith ipositive ifeedback[39] iis 

ishown iin Fig. 4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Fig. 4.1 iFunctional iblock idiagram of ioscillator[39]
 

A(S) and β(S) iare ithe igains iof iamplifier iand ifeedback inetwork irespectively. iXS and Xf 

iare ithe iinput iand ifeedback isignals, whereas YS is the ioutput isignal. iThe iclosed iloop 

itransfer ifunction iof ithe iblock idiagram ishown in Fig. 4.1 becomes 

 

 ( )

 ( )
 

 ( )

   ( ) ( )
                (4.1) 

 

Thus the characteristic equation can be written as, 

   ( ) ( )                   (4.2) 

 

According to Barkhausen  criterion, the system will sustain steady state oscillations at a 

specific frequency only when the open-loop gain is equal to unity, thus 

 ( ) ( )                  (4.3)I 
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At this condition, the closed-loop gain becomes infinite and produces a finite output for the 

zero input signals. The Barkhausen criterion is widely used in designing electronic 

oscillators and also in the design of the feedback circuits to prevent them from oscillations. 

 

 

4.2 REALIZATION OF OSCILLATOR USING OTRA 

In this section an OTRA based oscillator[40] is implemented. iThis ioscillator uses 

three resistors of equal value and three capacitors. It uses grounded icapacitance and 

provides iindependent icontrol of its ioscillating ifrequency. iDue to presence of igrounded 

icapacitors, it can ieasily filter out iunwanted signals and provide excellent performance in 

high, low or imedium frequency iapplications.The output iimpedance of this oscillator is 

low and therefore icascading with other icircuits ibecomes ieasier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 Oscillator using OTRA[40] 

 

The charecteristic equation of the above circuit can be found as  

          
                                         (4.4) 

From equation (4.4) condition of oscillation(CO) can be found as 
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                      (4.5) 

   
 
  ⁄                   (4.6) 

For critical oscillation,                     (4.7) 

Equation (4.5) follows Barkhausen criteria for theoritical analysis but in practical it gives 

damped oscillation, so for all practical circuits „C‟ should be taken slightlty greater than 

„12Cf‟ to start oscillation and to avoid decaying of desired output after a certain time. 

From equation (4.4), frequency of oscillation(FO) can be given as, 

   
√ 

  
                 (4.8) 

Where,   is the angular frequency. In terms of Hz, FO equals, 

   
√ 

    
                  (4.9) 

From equation (4.5) and (4.8) we can see that this oscillator has an independent control 

over FO & CO. 

While deriving the characteristic equation , OTRA is considered to be ideal i.e. it has no 

paracitic capacitance even in high frequency applications. However practically this is not 

possible.  

 

4.2.1 NON-IDEALITY ANALYSIS 

In high ifrequency iapplications of iOTRA, there icomes a icapacitance icalled 

iparasitic ior stray icapacitance(Cp) due to idifferent ielectric icharges ipresent at idifferent 

iparts of the icircuit iwhen they are in iclose iproximity. Cp is iunwanted and iunavoidable. 

iConsidering inonideal icharacteristics of iOTRA characterisctic iequation of the ioscillator 

would be modified as, 

  {    (     )}   
 {    (     )}   {  (     )}            (4.10) 

Where, Cp and Cf are the parasitic and feedback capacitance respectively.  
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From equation 4.2.2 condition of oscillation can be given as  

    (     )              (4.11) 

For critical oscillation,  

    (     )              (4.12) 

 

4.2.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

It is important to know the isensitivities of icircuits with respect to its components 

ivariation. iFor this ioscillator isesitivity of ifrequency with irespect to iresistance(R) can be 

iderived as, 

  
   

 

  
 
   

  
 , keeping „C‟ constant 

         
 

√ 
  
⁄
 

 

  
[
√ 

  
] , using equation (4.8) 

         
   

√ 
 [

 √ 

   
] 

            

iSimilarly sensitivity with respect to capacitance, C while „R‟ is constant can be given as, 

   
      

So this circuit offers low parameter sensitivity to its frequency which is crucial for good 

perfomance. 
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4.2.3 SIMULATION RESULT 

 The functionality of the oscillator of  Fig. 4.2 is verified by PSpice simulation using 

CMOS OTRA[37] as discussed in 3.2.2. During implementation, TSMC 180nm CMOS 

process parameters were adopted. Supply voltage of ±1.5V and biasing current of 25µA 

are taken and C & R are varied to get desired response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 4. 3 Start-up oscillation of the oscillatior, f0=112KHz, R = 220Ω, Cf = 0.9nF,  

C=12.1nF   
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          Fig. 4.4 FFT of start up oscillation 

From the graph we can see that the centre frequency of the oscillator is 112KHz. Due to 

noise a real oscillator does not have an exact delta function power spectrum, rather a very 

sharp centre frequency.  

 

 

  

Fig.4.5 Steady state oscillation when f0=102KHz, 

R=227Ω, C=12.1nf, Cf=0.9nF 
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Fig. 4.6 highest applicable oscillations, when f0=1.25MHz,  

R=30Ω, C=8nf, Cf=0.9nF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.7 FFT of highest applicable oscillations 
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Fig. 4.8 lowest applicable oscillations, when f0=118KHz,  

R=1.13KΩ, C=12.1nf, Cf=0.9nF 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9 Variation of oscillation frequency(KHz) with resistance(KΩ), keeping 

capacitance constant 

 

Resistance(KΩ) 
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The above figure shows that as resistance increases frequency of oscillation decreases and 

we get almost DC signal at the output. iThis figure iconveys that tuning of oscillation 

frequency can be done without affecting oscillation condition. Range of frequency of 

oscillator of Fig.4.2  is so wide and it goes to some MHz. 

 

Table 4.1 Comparison between implementations using 350nm and 180nm 

characteristic                350nm                   180nm 

Supply voltage ±2.5V ±1.5V 

Biasing current 30µA 25µA 

Frequecny, f0 Cf = 1nF, C=12.1nF, 

R=227Ω 

Cf = 0.9nF,  C=12.1nF, 

R=227Ω 

THD when fc varies from 

10KHz to 100KHz 

0.91 to 1.93 1.23 to 2.59 

Total power consumption 6.8mW 4.42mW 

 

Thus with a reduction of supply voltage decreases the total power consumption and 

enables its uses in low power electronic systems.  Table 4.3.2 shows the details of 

components and resultant frequencies. 
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Table 4.2 Details of components and results 

Componenet 

values(Cf = 

0.6nF) 

             Oscillation frequency(f0) THD Remarks 

 Theoretical(Hz) Experimental(Hz)   

C=12.1nF, 

R=1.13kΩ 

2K 1.18K 1.23% Low 

frequency of 

oscillaction 

 C=12.1nF, 

R=227Ω 

100K 102K 1.29% Mid 

frequency of 

oscillation 

C=8nF, R=30Ω 1.14M 1.25M 2.1% High 

frequency 

 

With a wide range of oscillation frequency(few KHz to some MHz) and freely control over 

it, this oscillator proves its usefulness in industrial and communication systems. 
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4.3 QUADRATURE PHASE SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATOR  

A iquadrature oscillator(QO) igenerates itwo isingle ifrequency ioutput iwith iequal 

iamplitude iand iquadrature in phase [41]. iThe isimplest iway to ichange the iphase of iany 

isignal iis to iintegrate or idifferentiate ithat isignal iwhen it‟s a isinusoid. iIdeally iresultant of 

iboth ithe icases ishould be 90º iout of phase but ipractically iwe iwould not get iexact 90º 

iphase ishifting. iThis iOTRA ibased QO has ilower icomponents icount andi better 

iintegration and isimple circuitry. iQOs are iextensively iused in ipower ielectronics, 

icommunication and isignal iprocessing.  

4.3.1 INTEGRATOR 

A device that iperforms iintegration iof its iinput ican be icalled as an iintegrator. iTo 

igenerate ioutput, ian iintegrator iaccumulates ithe iinput iover a igiven iperiod iof itime. In 

isignal iprocessing, ian electronic iintegrator is iwidely iused as a ilow ipass ifilter(LPF). 

iGenerally a iLPF iconsists of itwo ipassive ielements and ione active ielement. Due to 

ipresence of iresistor in the ifeedback ipath there is a iloss of igain in the ioutput 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4.10 Lossless inverting amplifier               Fig.4.11 Lossy inverting amplifier 

 

Transfer function of integrator in Fig (4.11) can be given as, 

  

   
 

   
 
⁄

     
               (4.13) 
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And DC gain, K = 
   

 
            (4.14) 

3db frequency of both the integrators will be,    
 

  
  

In a similar fashion, transfer function of lossless inverting amplifier of Fig.4.10 can be 

found as,  

  
  

   
 

 

   
              (4.15) 

 

4.3.1 GENERATION OF QUADRATURE SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATOR 

There are ivarious imethods to igenerate iquadrature isinusoidal isignal. iThe basic 

iprinciple is ito igenerate a isine isignal and ithen ichange iits iphase by 90°. iFor this one low 

ipass ifilter feedbacked iwith an iinverting iintegrator[41] iworks ifine. iAnother ipopular iway 

iis to imake an ioscillator and ithen icascade it iwith an iintegrator. The latter scheme is 

irealized in this chapter. Fig. 4.12 shows block diagram of QO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.12 Block diagram of QO  

From equation (4.4) we have already got the characteristic equation of oscillator, 

          
                   

CO:        
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FO:   
√ 

    
 

After cascading an integrator, the output signal will be shifted by 90°out of phase but 

frequency remains same. So CO & FO will be same as it was for the main oscillator. 

 

4.3.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF QO 

QO is implemented using Pspice and TSMC 180nm parameter files. Fig. 4.13 depicts the 

circuit diagram QO. Supply voltages & biasing currents remain same(±1.5V & 25  ). 

 

 

Fig. 4.13 Circuit Diagram of QO 

 

Table 4.3 Component details of OTRA based QO with supply voltage = ±1.5V 

Name of the subcircuit Component values 

Oscillator Cf =0.9nF, C=12.1nF, R=227Ω 

Integrator C=1nF, R=1KΩ 
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4.3.3 SIMULATION RESULT 

After simulating the circuit of Fig.4.13 we get two sinusoidal signals with same frequency 

and 90° phase difference. The oscillator is designed to work at 115KHz by selecting the 

component values as C=12.1nF, R=198Ω. The simulated FO is found to be 117KHz.So 

there is a slight variation from theritical value, precisely 1.73%.  THD wass found 2.6%. 

Outputs of QO are shown in the below figures: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Fig. 4.14 QO output 

 

The graph shown above represents two sinusoidal waves with almost eual magnitude and 

90° phase difference. Slight difference in amplitude comes due to presence of internaal 

parasitic capacitances  of the integrator. 
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Fig. 4.15 Frequency spectrum of QO output 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                   Fig. 4.16 V1 vs V2 graph 

 

Thus the above two graphs depict almost perfect QO output with same frequency and 

almost 90° phase difference. 
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CHAPTER 5 

APPLICATION OF OTRA BASED CIRCUITS IN THE FIELD OF 

COMMUNICATION  

Essentially ithe word “communication” means isharing or iexchanging iinformation 

ibetween itwo (or more) iindividuals iori systems. iA icommunication isystem is a icollection 

iof ielements ithat iwork itogether ito iset up a ibridge ibetween the isender and ithe ireceiver. 

iAny icommunication isystem[45] ihas ithree major iparts: sender, channel & receiver. 

Transmitter isends ithe idata or imessage aind imight be icalled as icommunicator ior isource 

of iinformation. iChannel is ithe imedium ithrough iwhich imessage isignal itravels ifrom 

itransmitter to ithe ireceiver and ithen ithe job of ithe ireceiver iis to ireceive ithe isignal 

iproperly. iHowever ipractically it is not ithat isimple isince ithere iare ivast types of signals 

and they have to travel a very long distance. In general signals need to be itransformed iinto 

ielectrical ione ibefore itransmitting. Input itransducers iare iused for ithis purpose. iAfter that 

isignals need to ibe modulated ibefore ireaching to itransmitter. iThe iblock idiagram of any 

igeneral icommunication isystem is shown in fig.5.1:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Communication System 
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This chapter focuses on designing of various communication modules with the help 

of OTRA based circuits. Among these oscillator is a crucial part of any communication 

system. Oscillators are mainly used to generate clocks in digital systems, sweep circuits in 

TV sets and CRO. In communication systems local oscillators are used to produce RF 

carrier in the transmitter and transforms RF signals to IF signals in the receiver. Before 

presenting OTRA based implementation in the following sections basics of analog 

modulation and demodulation schemes are presented. 

 

5.1 ANALOG MODULATION AND DEMODULATION SCHEMES  

Due to its ismall isignal istrength, a imessage isignal icannot travel long distances. iIn 

iaddition ito ithis, iphysical isurroundings, ipresence of iexternal inoise ifurther ireduce the 

imessage isignal istrength. iTherefore we need to iraise ithe signal istrength[45] to be sent 

over a ilong idistance, iwhich can be done by the iprocess iof imodulation. iA ihigh ienergy 

isignal ican ipass a iwider irange iwithout igetting iaffected iby iexternal idisturbances. iThe 

isignal of ihigh ienergy or ihigh ifrequency is called „carrier signal‟ and the process is known 

as „modulation‟. In isimple words imodulation is iembedding ia iimessage isignal ionto ia 

icarrier isignal or elaborately we can say that modulation is a process of altering the 

icharacteristics of carrier wave in accordance with the transmitted message signal (also 

named as „modulating signal‟). And the result is referred as modulated signal. By the word 

„signal‟ iwe imean ithe iwaveithat icarries isome iuseful iinformation. In general the frequency 

of imessage signal is very low compared to frequency of carrier wave. Frequency range of 

icarrier signal may vary from few KHz to GHz or even more than that. And the message 

isignal is a low frequency signal (few Hz to KHz). We can transmit voice, video or any 

iother kind of data signals and the carrier wave can be AC/DC or pulse train depending on 

iour requirements. When the input signal to the transmitter is analog in nature, it is called 

„analog modulation‟. Analog signal is a continuous signal whose characteristics like 

iamplitude, voltage or frequency changes icontinuously over a period iof time. iTo generate 

icarrier wave a local oscillator is used. It is an electronic ioscillator iused with a imixer to 

iproduce signals having different frequencies. The OTRA based sinusoidal oscillator i 

(discussed in 4.2) can be used for this.  
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 In imodern icommunication isystem imodulation is iinevitable ibecause it allows 

imaking ismaller iantennas iotherwise a ilow ifrequency(baseband) isignal iwould idemand 

ihuge isized iantennas iin the itransmitter. iAnother ivital ireason is imultiplexing. iIt is a 

iprocess in iwhich isignals ifrom idifferent isources ihaving idifferent iinput ifrequencies can 

ibe itransmitted isimultaneously ithrough a icommon ichannel. iSignals ishould not iinterfere 

iwith ieach iother iwhile ithey iare imultiplexed iand ithis is ipossible ionly if ithey ihave a 

idifferent icentre ifrequency. iAnd to igeti back ioriginal isignal at the ireceiver iend iwe need 

ito idemodulate it. iTherefore iboth imodulation and idemodulation iare inecessary ifor iany 

icommunication isystem[45]. iModulation ican be ibroadly iclassified iinto two types: ianalog 

and ipulse or idigital imodulation. iMost of the inatural isignals are analog in nature. 

iTraditional icommunication isystems ilike iAM/FM radios, iNTSC TV isignals are ibased on 

ianalog imodulations, ibut recent isystems like 2G, 3G, 4G cellphones, DSL, HDTV are all 

digital.  

Analog modulation refers to the process of transferringaancanalog baseband (low 

ifrequency) isignalalikei iannaudiopiortiTV isignaliiover ai ihigher ifrequency iband isuchias 

iiradio frequency. ThereiareitwoiwaysitoimodulateianiRFicarrier: iiAmplitude iModulationi 

iandi iAngleiModulation.iInianalogimodulation,theiamplitudeiofitheicarrier signali isiimade 

itoiifollow the amplitude of the message signal.iSeveralivariantsi ofi amplitude modulation 

iareiusedi inipractice. Some of them will be discussed in the next section.  

5.1.1 DSB-SC MODULATION  

“DSB-SC” stands for Double Side Band Suppressed Carrier[46]. It is a type of 

iamplitude imodulation iwhere the icarrier is iattenuated or isuppressed ibefore itransmitting 

ithe imodulated isignal ithrough ithe itransmitter. iDSBSC imodulator iis iused to itransmit 

imessage isignal via a iradio ifrequency iwave. iIn analog TV for icolour itransmission, key 

iless iremotes, air itraffic icontrol iradios where itwo iway icommunications happen iDSB-SC 

ifinds its iutilizations. iIn this isection igeneration of iDSB-SC modulator with only based 

icircuits is presented. 

Assume an analog message signal m(t) is to be transmitted through the transmitter. 

iSignal m(t) is ilow ipass in nature and has a ibandwidth 2fm, where fm is the message signal 

ifrequency. The iFourier iTransform of m(t) can be given as 
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 ( )        | |      

In the process of modulation carrier signal c(t) is used which is produced by Local 

oscillator (LO). Mathematically c(t) can be expressed as  

 ( )       (     ) , assuming that phase of the carrier is 0° 

Ac is the carrier amplitude, fc is the icarrier ifrequency. iBoth the imessage iand icarrier 

signals are power signals. The block diagram of generation of DSB-SC is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

(a)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 Pictorial representation of DSB-SC modulation : (a) generation (b) message signal 

and its spectrum (c)modulated signal and its spectrum 
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Mathematically DSB-SC signal[46] can be expressed as,     

    ( )   ( )     (   ) 

          ( )     (     ) 

            ( )   (   )                         (5.1) 

    ( )     ( )
 

 
[                   ]                       (5.2) 

    ( )   
 

 
   ( ) 

        
 

 
   ( ) 

                              (5.3) 

After doing Fourier analysis of S(t), we get S(f) in frequency domain as given below: 

    ( )   
 

 
   [     ]   

 

 
   [     ]                      (5.4) 

Where fm is the message signal frequency as we have already seen. Equation (5.4) 

shows that iour ilow pass(LP) imessage signal iwith ifrequency fm ihas ibeen ishifted to a 

ifrequency isame as icarrier‟s, iwithout ichanging its ibandwidth. iThat is ihow imodulation 

ican be iperformed in isimplest iway iwith ionly ione ianalog imodulator and an ioscillator.  

 

5.1.1.1 DSB-SC Realization Using OTRA Based Circuits 

 This section presents icircuit idiagram to igenerate iDSB-SC imodulated isignal ialong 

iwith all the necessary subcircuits. iOscillator of 4.2 has ibeen used itwice to igenerate both 

icarrier isignal and message signal. OTRA based ianalog imultiplier ireported in [42] is used 

ito modulate the message signal. Oscillator1of Fig. 5.3 is set to produce 25KHz isinusoid, 

iwhereas ioscillator2 to 110KHz. Thus we get, 

     KHz &       KHz 

Thus after modulation, spectrum of modulated signal should be present at 135KHz and 

85KHz. 
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Table 5.1: Component values used in designing DSB-SC modulating circuit  

Name of the subcircuit Components used  Resultant frequency  

Oscillator 1 

(message signal generator) 

[Fig.4.2]  

R=911Ω, 

C=12.1nF,Cf=0.9nF 

 

         25KHz 

Oscillator 2 

(carrier signal generator) 

[Fig.4.2] 

R=207.6Ω, C=12.1nF, 

Cf=0.9nF 

          110KHz 

Multiplier 

[Fig. 5,  Ref. No. 42] 

VC=2V, VC1=1V, 

VC2=1.25V 

         --- 

 

5.1.1.2 Simulation Result 

To simulate the circuit of Fig.5.3 on Pspice, ±1.5V supply voltages and 25µA biasing 

current and TSMC 180nm parameter files have been taken. Results are shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(i)           (ii) 

 

Fig. 5.4 Output of oscillator 1: (i)Message signal m(t), (ii) FFT of m(t) 

From the frequency spectrum of Fig. 5.4(ii) we can see that the frequency of messagae 

signal is 24.6KHz 
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(i)                     (ii) 

Fig. 5.5 Outputs of oscillator 2: (i) carrier signal (ii) its FFT 

Thus from Fig.5.5(ii), frequency of carrier signal is found to be 109.5KHz which is slightly 

deviated from its theoretical value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 DSBSC modulated output  
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Fig. 5.7 frequency spectrum of modulated signal  

 

Fig. 5.6 & 5.7 present modulated output. According to theory we should get two impulses 

at 85KHz & 135KHz after modulation. From Fig. 5.7 we can see that the resultant 

frequency spectrums are present at 84KHz & 133KHz. A table containing all the details of 

simulation results and experimental values has been given in the next page. 
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Table 5.2 Result analysis 

 Parameters Theoretical values Experimental results 

1. Message signal frequency, fm 25KHz 24.6KHz 

2. Carrier signal frequency, fc 110KHz 109.5Hz 

3. Frequency spectrum of USB of 

modulated signal 

135KHz 133KHz 

4. Frequency spectrum of LSB of 

modulated signal 

85KHz 84KHz 

5. Bandwidth 50KHz 49KHz 

5. Deviation in USB of modulated signal                --- 1.4% 

6. Deviation in LSB of modulated signal                --- 1.7% 

 

As there are very less deviation of below 2%, the circuit of Fig.5.3 is proved to be an 

excellent analog modulator.   
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5.1.2 DSB-SC DEMODULATION  

The iprocess of iextracting ithe ioriginal imessage isignal from imodulated isignal is 

iknown as „demodulation‟ or „detection‟[46]. iIn ithe icase of iDSB isignals, isynchronous or 

icoherent idetection is used. Here, ithe isame icarrier ifrequency ithat was iused in imodulation 

ineeds to be igenerated iby the iLO. Fig. 5.8 ishows the iblock diagram of icoherent idetector. 

DSB-SC imodulated isignal is imultiplied iwith a icarrier of isame ifrequency iand ithen 

ipassed through LPF to extract the original message signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.8 Demodulation of DSBSC using synchronous detector  

 

From equation (5.4) iwe ihave ialready igot the iinput isignal SDSB(t) that iwas the ioutput of 

ithe itransmitter. iThis signal iwill inow be ipassed ithrough a ichannel and ithen be ireceived 

by the ireceiver and detection is done. Mathematically the iwhole iprocess [46]ican be 

iexpressed ias, 

  ( )      ( )      (   )              (5.5) 

From equation (5.4), 

     ( )     ( )   (   ) , therefore S1(t) can be expressed as 

  ( )  [   ( )   (   )]     (   ) 

    
  ( )    ( 

 
 ) 
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  ( ) [

     (    )

 
] 

   
  
  ( )

 
  

  
  ( )   (    )

 
 

After passing through the iLPF ionly first ielement of the iabove iequation iwill iremain, so 

final output S0(t) can be given as, 

  ( )    
  
  ( )

 
                            (5.6) 

If the icarrier frequency igenerated iby iLO is inon-ideal and ihas a iphase of  , then it will 

ireflect at the ioutput also and ifinal ioutput iwill be, 

  ( )    
  
  ( )

 
       

Since imaximum and iminimum ivalues of      ilie ibetween ±1, it idoes inot iharm ithe 

output as ilong as it is inot izero, i.e.  =90°. When   =90°, the output becomes zero which 

is icalled „quadrature inull ieffect‟. iThis ihappens when iwe iuse two idifferent icarriers with 

90° phase difference like one is sin and another cos, to the imodulator and idemodulator. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.9 Frequency spectrums of DSBSC (a)message signal (b)modulated signal (c) 

demodulated output  (d)output of LPF 
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5.1.2.1Demodulation Of DSB-SC Signal Using OTRA Based Circuits 

 To idemodulate iDSB-SC isignal, iwe need ione ioscillator, imultiplier iand one LPF. 

Former two iwere idiscussed in ithe iprevious isection. iOne iOTRA ibased LPF[43] is 

iimplemented iwith a icut-off frequency of 33KHz. Cut-off frequency is itaken islightly 

igreater ithan the ifrequency of imessage signal(25KHz) so ithat no iloss iincurred. Fig. 5.10 

iportrays icircuit idiagram of iOTRA ibased icoherent detector and Table 5.3 represents 

ivalues of different components used while designing it.  

 

Table 5.3: Component values taken to design the coherent detector  

 

Name of the subcircuit Components used  Resultant frequency  

Oscillator 2 

(carrier) 

R=207.6Ω, C=12.1nF, 

Cf=0.6nF 

         fc=110KHz 

Multiplier 

[Fig.5, Ref. No.-42] 

VC=2V, VC1=1V, 

VC2=1.25V 

 

         --- 

LPF 

[Fig.3 of Ref. No.-43] 

Ra1=205KΩ, Ra2=25KΩ, 

Rb=100KΩ, Rc=200KΩ, 

Rd=200KΩ, Ca=120nF, 

Cb=1pF , Cc=1nF, Cd =5pF 

 

Cut off frequency, 

f0=32KHz 
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5.1.2.1 Simulation Result 

The OTRA based coherent detector shown in Fig.5.10 is simulated on PSPICE simulator 

using the TSMC 180nm process parameters and ±1.5V of supply voltages. Biasing current 

remains same as it was(25µA). The generated DSB-SC signal from the previous section 

has been used as the message signal to the demodulator. Results are depicted below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.11 Demodulated output 
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Fig. 5.12 FFT of Demodulated signal 

 

 

Fig. 5.11 and 5.12 show the demodulated output after passing through LPF. Theoretically 

the frequency spectrum of demodulated signal should be present at 24.6KHz and from Fig. 

5.12 we can see the spike of the signal at 23.8KHz. There is a slight deviation in its 

spectrum which is less that 4% and is therefore acceptable. Whole analysis has been 

presented in Table 5.4.  
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Table 5.4 Result analysis  

Parameters Theoretical values Experimental results 

Frequency of modulated 

signal(before demodulation) 

[data from Table 5.2] 

25KHz 24.6Hz 

Frequency spectrum of 

demodulated output 

24.6KHz 23.8KHz 

Deviation in frequency   3.2% 

Bandwidth of modulated 

signal(before demodulation) 

[data from Table 5.2] 

50KHz 49KHz 

Bandwidth of demodulated 

signal 

49KHz 47.6KHz 

Deviation in bandwidth  2.8% 

 

 

So from Table5.4 clearly shows that there is a slight deviation in bandwidth of message 

signal and demodulated signal. Frequency spectrum is also slightly deviated from its 

original place. But these deviations are as less as 3-4%.  
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5.1.3 DSB-FC MODULATION  

The iterm „amplitude modulation‟ iessentially irefers to iDouble iSide Band iLarge 

iCarrier (DSBLC) or iDouble Side iBand Full iCarrier Modulation[46] ibecause icarrier is 

ipresent in ithe imodulated isignal. It is used imainly for ibroadcasting in iradio itransmitter 

iand ipicture itransmission in a iTV system. iDue to ipresence of icarrier isignal ipower 

irequirements iincreases in itransmission of iDSBFC.  

There are various imethods available for iproducing an iAM signal. iParticularly for 

iDSBFC, iSquare ilaw imodulator(SLM) and iswitching modulator are ipopular. In this 

section igeneration ofi DSBFC iusing iSLM iwill be idiscussed and irealised with the help of 

iOTRA ibased icircuits. 

iAssume imessage isignal,  ( )       (   ) 

iAnd icarrier isignal,  ( )       (   ) 

iModulated iwave, 

 ( )       (   )  [     (   )][     (   )]             (5.7) 

            [      (   )]   (   )            (5.8) 

iWhere,   
  

  
                (5.9) 

iWhere, Am is the iamplitude of ithe message signal iand Ac is the iamplitude of ithe icarrier 

isignal. So to    ,   

                   (5.10) 

Amplitude imodulation index(µ) is an iimportant ifactor in the icase of iDSBFC 

isignal since it is a imeasure of iextent of iamplitude variation iabout an unmodulated icarrier. 

iIt indicates ipercentage of imodulation and idetermines irecovery of imessage ifrom the 

imodulated isignal. In the icase of iAM, when µ exceeds iunity idistortion happens iand from 

ithe modulated ioutput message isignal cannot be irecovered iproperly. iWe get ihundred 

ipercent imodulation when imodulation iindex iequals unity. Fig. 5.13 & 5.14 exhibit iDSB–

FC iModulation and its igeneration iusing iSLM. 
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Fig. 5.13 DSB–FC Modulation: (a) message signal (b) modulated signal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.14 Generation of DSBFC using SLM 

Nonlinear device is used to multiply the signal with itself. Band pass filter(BPF) is used to 

select signal having proper band of frequency from the output wavefrom of nonlinear 

device and produces that as the final output. Mathematical expressions are given below:  
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  ( )      ( )    (  ( ))
 
    (  ( ))

 
                     (5.11) 

  ( )   ( )       (   )                       (5.12) 

  ( )    [ ( )       (   )]    [ ( )       (   )]
     [ ( )  

     (   )]
                          (5.13) 

   [ ( )       (   )]    [ 
 ( )    ( )     (   )    

     (   )]  

  [ 
 ( )     ( )     (   )    ( )     

 (   )    
     (   )]                  (5.14) 

 

Neglecting all the square and cube terms and passing through the band pass filter with 

centre frequency fc and bandwidth equals message signal bandwidth (2fm) we get, 

 ( )         (   )      ( )   (   )                     (5.15) 

     [   
   

  
]    (   )                        (5.16) 

Thus we get amplitude modulation index,µ equals 
   

  
 , while using a square law 

modulator. 

 

 

5.1.3.1 Generation of DSB-FC Signal Using OTRA Based Circuits 

Amplitude imodulation is ipossible iusing OTRA ibased circuits. To do this ievery 

iblock of  Fig. 5.14 is ireplaced by their iOTRA ibased icounterparts. iTo igenerate message 

isignal and icarrier isignal, oscillator[section 4.2] is iused with different iresonant 

ifrequencies. iMultiplier that iwas iused also in iDSBSC is iused here as a squarer[42]. iAnd 

one iuniversal ifilter reported in [43] is used to work as a iBPF with centre frequency of 

225KHz. Fig. 5.15 shows the circuit diagram of OTRA based DSBFC Generator. 
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Table 5.5 Component values of OTRA based DSBFC Generator 

Name of the subcircuit Components used  Resultant frequency  

Oscillator 1 

[Fig.4.2] 

R=911Ω, C=12.1nF, 

Cf=0.9nF 

         25KHz 

Oscillator 2 

[Fig.4.2] 

R=156.6Ω, C=8nF, 

Cf=0.9nF 

          220KHz 

Multiplier 

[Fig.5, Ref. No.- 42] 

VC=2V, VC1=1V, 

VC2=1.25V 

 

         --- 

BPF 

[Fig.3, Ref. No.- 43] 

Ra=50KΩ, Rb=100KΩ, 

Rc=200KΩ, Rd=66.6KΩ, 

Ca=7.96pF=Cb, Cc=1nF,  

Cd =5.97pF  

centre frequency=220KHz 

 

 

5.1.3.2 Simulation Results 

The circuit of Fig.5.15 is simulated on PSPICE using the TSMC 180nm process 

parameters with supply voltages of ±1.5V and 25µA biasing current. The resultant graphs 

have been shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(i)                                                                            (ii) 

Fig.5.16 output of oscillator1: (i) message signal (ii)FFT of message signal 
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(i)                                                                            (ii) 

Fig.5.17 Output of oscillator2: (i)carrier signal (ii)FFT of carrier signal 

 

Fig. 5.16 & 5.17 present message and carrier signals respectively. From the frequency 

spectrums shown in 5.16(ii) & 5.17(ii), we can see that the signals are present at 24.6KHz 

& at 221.3KHz.  

 

 

Fig.5.18 DSBFC modulated output when µ=1 
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Fig. 5.18 shows DSBFC modulated output when modulation index(µ) is 1. It happens 

when amplitude of message signal and carrier signal are equal(equation 5.9).   

 

 

 

Fig.5.19 DSBFC modulated output when µ=1.5 

 

The above graph is plotted when depth of modulation is 1.5 i.e. that ratio between the 

amplitude of message signal and the amplitude of carrier signal is 1.5. As value of µ 

increases, percentage of modulation is also increased and message signal cannot be 

recovered back at the demodulator. From the Fig. 5.19 we can see that the signal is failed 

to follow a perfect 0V axis. As it is a distorted signal, it cannot be properly demodulated by 

the demodulator and we fail to extract the original message signal from the modulated 

output. The output waveform is drawn only to show DSBFC modulation for µ≥1. 
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Fig.5.20 DSBFC modulated output when µ=0.6 

The above figure shows modulatated output when µ is less than 1. Undistorted modulation 

is happened here and we can easily recover the original message signal from this 

modulated waveform. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5.21 Frequency spectrum of DSBFC modulated output 
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Frequency of the signal does not depend on the value of modulation index,µ. It depends 

only on the resonant frequencies of message and carrier signals. Theoritically, frequency 

spectrum of modulated signal should be present at 185KHz & 235KHz and experimental 

values are 186KHz & 236.5KHz.  Analysis has been done in Table 5.6  

 

Table 5.6 Result Analysis with µ=1, supply voltages=±1.5V 

 Parameters Theoretical values Experimental results 

1. Message signal frequency, fm 25KHz 24.6KHz 

2. Carrier signal frequency, fc 220KHz 221.3KHz 

3. Frequency spectrum of USB of 

modulated signal 

235KHz 236.5KHz 

4. Frequency spectrum of LSB of 

modulated signal 

185KHz 186KHz 

5. Bandwidth 50KHz 50.5KHz 

6. Changes in Bandwidth               --- 1% 

 

As there are very low distortion of BW(1%), this DSBFC modulator(Fig.5.15) is proved to 

be an excellent modulator and can be used in communication systems.  

 

AM itransmitters and ireceivers are isimple and icost effective, since no ispecialized 

icomponents are ineeded. AM iwaves can travel a longer distance, itherefore in icommercial 

broadcasting they are used. iBut toi send and ireceive two sidebands ibandwidth requrements 

is more in DSBSC & DSBFC. iAnother disadvantage is wastage of power in the icase of 

iDSBFC iisignal. For 100% modulation, the maximum power carried by AM waves is only 

33.33%. iEfficiency idecreases with the decrease in modulation index. And since they are 

amplitude dependent, so imore noise prone.  
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5.2 PAM 

In ipulse amplitude modulation(PAM), ithe isignal is isampled at iregular iintervals 

and ieach isample is imade proportional to the iamplitude of ithe modulating isignal[44].  A 

iperiodic ipulse itrain is used as a carrier. iThe ipulse mayi take iany ireal ivoltage ivalue ithat 

iis iproportional to ithe value of the ioriginal waveform. iPulses can be of a irectangular form 

ior any other iappropriate form. iDuring this process no information is lost, but the ienergy is 

redistributed in ithe ifrequency idomain. Power ivaries due to change in iamplitude of the 

ipulses. PAM is isimilar to natural isampling with a islight idifference. iBoth in inatural 

sampling and PAM the imessage isignal is imultiplied by a iperiodic train of pulses but in 

the iformer process the itop of ieach imodulated irectangular pulse varies in iaccordance with 

the imessage signal iwhereas in the ilatter one remains flat. So PAM resembles more with 

flat-top sampling ithan natural isampling. iIn this chapter igeneration of iPAM isignal is 

described briefly and ithen its iOTRA implementation is done.  

In this section igeneration of iPAM signal is idiscussed and then it is irealized iusing 

iOTRA based circuits. Fig.5.22 ishows pictorial irepresentation of ipulse iamplitude 

modulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Fig. 5.22 PAM signal  
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Let S(t) denote the sequence of flat-top pulses generated as shown in the Fig. 5.22. 

Mathematically S(t) can be represented[44] as, 

 ( )  ∑  (   ) (     )

     

 
(5.17) 

Where h(t) is a rectangular pulse of time period T and unit amplitude. Let h(Ts) be sampled 

version of h(t). Mathematically h(t) can be written as, 

 ( )   {

                       

 
 

 
                    

                          

            (5.18) 

The instantaneously sampled version of message signal m(t) is given by, 

  ( )   ∑  (   ) (     )

 

    

 
 

        (5.19) 

 

From equation (5.2.1) & (5.2.3) we get,  

  ( )   ( )   ∫   ( ) (   )  
 

  

 

 ∫ ∑  (   ) (     ) (   )  

  

    

  

  

 

 ∑  (   )∫  (     ) (   )  
  

  

  

    

 
 

     (5.20) 

 

 

Using shifting property of delta function, 

 

 ( )    ( )   ( )   ∑  (   ) (     )

     

 
    (5.21) 
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In frequency domain equation (5.2.5) can be written as,  

 ( )    ( )   ( ) 

  
  
  

∑  (     ) ( )

 

    

 

 

 (5.22) 

 

Fig. 5.23 shows the iprocess of igenerating iPAM isignal. iIt has a ivery simple 

circuitry with ionly one imultiplier and ione oscillator and itrain of ipulses. iTo make train of 

pulses one iOTRA based isquare iwave gienerator [41] is used. iThis isquare iwave igenerator 

uses only one OTRA, itwo resistors and ione icapacitor. It is ielectronically tunable and iits 

duty icycle can be iadjusted with the ihelp of passive ielements and input voltage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.23 Generation of PAM Signal  
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5.2.1 REALIZATION OF PAM USING OTRA 

To generate PAM signal, each subpart of the circuit of Fig.5.23 has been 

implemented individually and then cascaded properly. One OTRA based square wave 

generator reported in [41] is used to produce train of pulses that will be given as an input to 

the multiplier. The generator is electronically tunable through the passive elements (R & 

C) used there.  

 

Table 5.6 Component values used in designing of PAM generator 

Name of the subcircuit Components used  Resultant frequency  

Square wave generator 

[Fig.3(b), Ref. No.-41] 

R1=2KΩ, R2=1.97KΩ, 

C=220nF 

 

         47KHz 

Oscillator 2 

[Fig.4.2] 

R=207.6Ω, C=12.1nF, 

Cf=0.9nF 

 

          110KHz 

Multiplier 

[Fig.5, Ref. No.42] 

VC=2V, VC1=1V, 

VC2=1.25V 

 

         --- 
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5.2.2 SIMULATION RESULT 

Fig. 5.2.3 shows the experimental result of square wave generator[40]. Fast Fourier 

analysis of train of pulses has been done and shown in Fig. 5.2.4. And generated PAM 

signal is given in Fig. 5.2.5 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Fig. 5.25 Output of square wave generator - pulse train 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.26 FFT of pulse train 
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Fig. 5.27 Generated PAM signal 

 

 

This is a idouble polarity iPAM where we iget both ipositive and negative ipulses in the 

output. In the case of isingle polarity iPAM, fixed iDC bias is added ito ensure all the pulses 

positive. iPAM is widely used[47] in iestablishing iEthernet inetwork like LAN, WLAN etc. 

PAM igenerates icontrol isignals in imicrocontrollers, ielectronic LED idrivers, iphoto-

biology idevices and used iextensively. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Study iand analysis of iOTRA has ibeen done. One iCMOS based iOTRA is 

implemented iusing iPspice. This iOTRA has been taken into iaccount for ievaluation of 

OTRA based circuits like sinusoidal oscillator, LP & BP filters, square wave generator and 

integrator. iAll of the imentioned circuits are important ibuilding iblocks iwhile imaking iany 

communication imodule. iDifferent imodulation ischemes like iDSB-SC, iDSB-FC, iPAM are 

implemented and verified through Pspice. DSB-SC demodulation is also done and which is 

matched to the imessage signal iignoring less idistortions. iA quadrature ioscillator is 

designed iwith the help of the iCMOS ibased iOTRA and iintegrator. iFrequency ispectrums 

are plotted for verification.  

 

6.2 SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 

Other icommunication ischemes like ifrequency & iphase imodulation & 

demodulation, ASK, iPSK, FSK ietc can be irealized with ithe help of only iOTRA based 

circuits like oscillator, integrator, filters etc. iTo idecrease the supply ivoltage and ipower 

iconsumption, iOTRA can be implemented in ithe isubmicro-volt iregion and iMOS-C 

iimplementation can be idone to lower ithe chip area. 
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